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ECONOMIC INTEGRATION - SOME ASPECTS OF 
THE EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE 

SCOPE 

The paper looks first at some of the salient features of the movement towards 
economic integration in Europe. It then examines the experience of the original six 
member of the European Economic Community (EEC) with integration in the 
industrial field (agriculture is not covered here). Attention is given particularly to 
the expectations as to the likely benefits and problems, mechanisms put in place to 
deal with the latter and what actually happened. The paper also deals, along similar 
lines, with Britain's experience in the Community. It concludes with some 
comments on the implications for consideration of a comprehensive trade 
agreement with the United States. A short note is appended on some 6f the trade and 
economic effects of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA). 

A. SALIENT FEATURES 

A Long Process 

The movement towards economic integration in Western-Europe has been 
goinz on for a long time and it is still far from complete. In the nineteenth century, 
formation of a customs union between the German states preceded - political- union b-y 
several decades. Abortive attempts were made to get rid of trade barriers within 
particular groups of European countries, such as Belgium and the Netherlands and 
the states of central EUrope. There was a short-lived experiment in reducing tariff 
barriers between most of the major European countries to very low levels. In the 
1920's and 1930's, efforts were made to liberalize trade between certain 
neighbouring countries (e.g., Belgium and the Netherlands again). Proposals were 
made, particularly by French political leaders, for some kind of European federal 
union. 

However, practically all the solid progress towards integration has been made 
in the 40 years since the end of the Second World War. In the removal of tariffs and 
quantitative restrictions (QRs) on trade in industrial goods, the achievements have 
been impressive. Western hemisphere is now a vast tariff - and quota-free zone 
where such barriers are a rarity. It is not the same for agriculture, where there are 
not only tariffs but also variable import levies and other restrictive devices. In 
additi6n-,.a variety of non-tariff barriers still exist, even between members of the 



EEC.  They  include differing product standards and safety and health requirements, 
government procurement practices and cumbersome customs procedures. 
Moreover, except within the EEC, European countries are still free to use measures 
of contingent protection against one another, such as anti-dumping and 
countervailing duties though generally only after prior consultation and joint study . 
On the other, the members of the Community, although they have not completed 
their hand common market, have in some respects moved beyond this level of 
integration towards economic, and perhaps eventually political, union. How far they 
will actually succeed in going in this direction is a matter for speculation at the 
moment. 

Different Approaches 

Especially in the early post-war years, a variety of approaches were taken 
towards integration. Even before the war was over, the governments-in-exile in 
London of Belgium and Luxembourg (which had formed an economic union in 
1922) and of the Netherlands agreed to establish the customs union which became 
known as BENELUX. Instead of starting with a detailed blueprint, enshrined in a 
treaty (as the EEC countries did later), they took a series of practical steps based on 
protocols, conventions and ministerial agreements over a period of almost 15 years. 
Then they capped the process with a Treaty of Economic Union which codified and 
consolidated what had been done and reaffirmed the principles and intentions. 

In 1948, the Organization for European Economic CooPeration (ÜEEC) was 
set up to help in distributing Marshall Plan aid and to furthereconomic cooperation 
between the member countries. The convention establishing OEEC provided for the 
rapid completion of customs unions and free trade areas already agreed upon (this 
effectively meant BENELUX) and the study of other possible arrangements along 
these lines. However, this 
part of the work rapidly degenerated into an effort to standardize descriptions of 
tariff items, largely it seems because of British opposition to anything more 
ambitious. OEEC concentrated on freeing up international payments and getting rid 
of QRs. It also set up a number of industry sector committees, with a view to 
coordinating European investment plans and avoiding duplication. 

The disappointing results of this approach was probably one of the factors 
leading to the decision of Germany, 'France, Italy and the BENELUX countries to 
set up the European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC) in 1951. In effect it was a 
sectoral - customs union with some elements of supra-nationality and provisions to 
maintain a competitive environment, ensure a greater degree of stability in 
production and trade and promote rational development of the coal and steel 
industries. The very success of this initiative and the relationship of iron and steel 
and  câal—  to their many downstream products and to other forms of enercy, 
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especially atomic power, strengthened the arguments for a much broader
integration of the economies of the six members. This was part of the economic
background in the creation of the European

botof which camedin
the
to

European Atomic Energy Comm y(
existence at the beginning of 1958. (There was also a political background as we

shall see later).

The Rome Treaty, establishing the EEC, provided for not only a customs
union (i.e. removal of internal tariffs and other trade restrictions and establishment
of a Common Externa] Tariff (CET) and a common commercial policy towards
third countries) but also the following other important measures of integration:-

° free movement of capital and persons and freedom to supply

services

° a common agricultura] policy

a common transport policy

a system for ensuring competition

' procedures for coordinating- domestic economic policies and
dealing with balance of payments problems

° removal of differences in national laws where necessary--for

operating the common market

a social fund to facilitate adjustment

a European investment bank to assist development

° the association of dependent overseas territories

' provisions for admitting other European states to the

Community

• provision for concluding "Unions of states" or association

arrangements with other third countries or international

organizations

The Treaty also set up institutions to run the Community, particularly a
Council of Ministers, a Commission, a Court of Justice and a Parliament.
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While the Six were moving towards a relatively high level of integration,

other European countries, unable or unwilling to go so far, negotiated the European
Free Trade Area (EFTA). Known as the "Outer Seven", as opposed to the "Inner
Six", the founding members were Britain, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Austria,
Switzerland and Portugal. With minor exceptions, their association did not cover
agricultural products. Nor did it involve setting up a common external tariff or
operating a common commercial policy towards the rest of the world, though the
Seven did work together to a considerable extent in their relations with the Six and
in their ^pproach to international trade issues generally.

Today, there are two types of groupings in Western Europe -- a common
market, on the way to becoming a full economic (and perhaps someday political)
union, and a free trade association. The EEC has undergone two enlargements.
First Britain, Denmark and Ireland (which had concluded a free-trade agreement
with Britain in 1965) joined in 1973. Then in 1981 Greece became a member. Spain
and Portugal have concluded accession agreements and will be entering the
Community at the beginning of 1986.

EFTA, on the other hand, after expanding to include Finland and Iceland
(making 9 member all told) has now contracted with the entry of three of its
members into the EEC and will soon lose a fourth. The members of EFTA are all
linked to the Community by association agreements, which essentially provide for
elimination of tariffs and QRs on industrial products but differ somewhat according
to the special circumstances of each country. The EEC also has association
agreements with Turkey and with a host of overseas couni.ries (mostlY_former
colonies) as well as non-preferential trade agreements with many other nations-.

The "Ups and Downs"

This state of affairs was by no means the result of a smooth, orderly and
harmonious process. Even within the EEC, the progress that has been made has

C.been punctuated by crises, and periods of virtual immobility or even backsliding
Five years after it came into being, the EEC was under severe strain, when, after a
year of negotiations for British entry, General de Gaulle declared this to be
politically unacceptable. A little over two years later, the decision-making process
of the Community was almost brought to a halt for seven months when France
withdrew from the Council of Ministers and a number of committees over
differences regarding the powers of the Community and its institutions and the
relationship between Europe and the United States. On numerous.other occasions,
Community decisions have been the result of hard-fought battles stretching over
lengthy periods. Deadlines have been met by negotiating day and night (the famous
"nuits blanches" of Brussels) and by the practice of "stopping the clock".
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More recently, the economic and monetary upheavals, "stagflation", and 
recessions of the seventies and early eighties have made it difficult to go ahead in 
such areas as eliminating differences in product standards and government 
procurement. There is much debate about how to restore the momentum and 
whether this may require revisions in the Rome Treaty and/or a "two-speed" 
Europe, where member states prepared to integrate faster would move ahead of the 
others. 

The Community's relations with the rest of Western Europe got off to a bad 
start with the failure, while the Treaty of Rome was being negotiated, of efforts to 
associate all of them together in a pan-European industrial free trade area. The Six, 
and particularly the French, were concerned that this would lead to distortions of 
trade (because of differences in the level of external tariffs) and would dilute and 
weaken the EEC. Besides this, it would be unbalanced because of the exclusion of 
agriculture. When most of those outside the EEC formed EFTA, it was partly with a 
view to bringing the Community to terms. But efforts to build a "bridge" between 
the two groupings were not successful. Europe was then divided into two 
completely separate, and in some respects rival, trading blocs. It was not until after 
the departure of General de Gaulle from the scene that the first enlargement and the 
association arrangements with the EFTA countries could be carried through. 

Political Factors 

This underlines the extent to which political factors have influenced the pace 
and nature of the moves towards European economic integration. Efforts along 
these lines before the Second World War foundered mainly on the rivalries and 
suspicions between the great powers. In the immediate post-war period, political 
considerations usually favoured the integration process. In Europe there was an 
upsurge of interest in federalism as a means both of avoiding a recurrence of the 
economic nationalism of the thirties and of breaking the cycle of European wars. 
Concerris about the growing power and the intentions of the Soviet Union spurred 
the U.S. decision to mount a massive aid program and the initiatives aimed at 
economic cooperation through OEEC. The establishment of ECSC was seen as 
helping to prevent a revival of the historic conflict between France and Germany, 
for it would make it easier to manage the competition between their steel industries 
for the iron ore of Lorraine and the coal and coke of the Saar and the Ruhr. A 
major factor leading the BENELUX countries to propose a broader-ranging 
integration of the economies of the Six in 1955 was concerti over the deterioration of 
Franco-German relations. The French Parliament had failed to ratify the treaty for 
a European Defence Community which would have contributed to the rehabilitation 
of Germany. The two countries were also having differences over such issues as the 
future  of the Saar (not reunited with Germany at that time), and construction of a 
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Moselle Canal to bring Ruhr coal to French steel mills. It was hoped that working
together on the "construction of Europe" would make it easier for France and
Germany to resolve such problems - and this did in fact turn out to be the case.

There were, however, other situations where political factors impeded
economic integration. Austria, Finland, Switzerland and Sweden could not join the_
Community because of their status as neutrals. (Some of them also had economic
inhibitions). In the mid-fifties, Britain still saw itself as a world-scale power and
was not interested in joining an exclusively European trade grouping which would
weaken its ties with the Commonwealth and the United States. Spain's internal
regime was, for years, an obstacle to association with or membership in the
Community.

Domestic political considerations entered in, too, at times. The left wing of the
Labour Party in Britain was concerned that joining the Community would make it
more difficult to maintain full employment and lead to pressures to water down the
welfare state and hold off on further extension of public ownership. Thus, although
it was a Labour Government that made the second, unsuccessful, bid to join the -
EEC, the party became distinctly ambivalent about membership when in opposition
from 1970 to 1974. It called for a fundamental renegotiation of the terms of entry
and a referendum to consult the British public. (It was suggested that joining
without either a general election or referendum was somehow illegal and
unconstitutional). The minority Labour Government returned to power in 1974
found itself stuck with carrying out this policy. It entered into a rather modest
renegotiation which did not require amendment of the Treaty of Accessiôn, the
main feature being an adjustment of Britain's financial contribution. A consultative

referendum was then called and the Cabinet recommended a vote in favour of
continued membership (although more than half of the Labour M.P.s took the other
side). The vote went 2 to I for staying in the EEC. Labour went into opposition
again in 1979 and moved sharply to the left. It called for Britain's withdrawal from
the Community in the 1983 election. With the Party now running ahead of the
Conservatives in the public opinion polls some uncertainty has once again arisen
about Britain's continued role in the Community. In addition to those on the left,
there are a few anti-Marketeers on the right. Their hostility to the EEC is based on
a variety of things, ranging from imperial nostalgia to concern about changes in the
traditional British way of life.

Miscalculations

To determine where they fitted into the process of European economic
integration, therefore, countries had to weigh a complex set of considerations,
politicàl is well as economic. Inevitably mistakes were made and it is easy to see
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them in rWosPect. This is 'especially true of Britain's relations with the
Cominunity. If, instead of tlytng to stop it; B ritain had gone in from the, beginning,

it w ould hav e: bee n abie to infiue ria the content of the T'reaty of R orn^ and the early
âeveioprnent of the Corrimunity, including the Coin on Agncultural Policy. If
Britain had not bv gotiate d so hard and so long in 19 62 on suctï" issues as sAf.eguards
for Commonwealth ïriterests. and arrangements for. agxiculture, it inight have. been

more difficult for de Gaulle to impose his veto.

Europe and the World

Carnrnunity znernbership has not, in façt, prcvented 1iritaitl from pursuing its
foreign poiicy iriterests {e.^.., the Falklar^ds, the ^uzret^t close. reiatïonship; ^rïtii. the
'United States on a v arieçy of^i5 su es). The same is true of ot^ier.rnemb ers of t1ie:EE^;
Nor has econornic inxegration in EurOpeprevented the EEC.and. other ;ç^nntrï^s of

ade orr a multilat6raithe r^glon fror^? ralcing an actï^^ part in^tl^e iïberalizatior^ of tr

basis, Vforts to form customs unions and free tr.ade'areas between neighbouring
co u ntries beforc the Second World v+Iar often ran afoul of the mast-favaured-natïor,.
pr iriciplé (requ.iring that concessions :given to one partner be extended to ali errtïtled

to this°kind of t<eaunent).

When the:GATF was negotiateâ in the. early.post-war }ears,.prcvision was.

specificalZy. made in Article XTV for the formation of custoirns unions and free

traâe, ^ré^^, su^ject to certain conditions The Treaty of Itwne and the EFTA
Convention were examïned in the GATT and some countries-qu°stïoned Whether the
relevant conditions had been met. However, whiI'e pressure was applied for irhatigës
in sorne of the f6atures of ttyese asrangc = nts, no f6rmai dec ision_was ever reached
as to whether they did or did not conform to Article XXIV,

Since the `#'ounding of, the GATT, both the EEC and EFTA countries have
contributed to the success of a number'of major multilàt15-ral tr'lde negotïatsans. It
Can be arâ^ied that they migY^t have bee r^ More f^orti^cornïng if the, had not been
mernbers of regioral gro upings. 11eré. are indications that, today, the relûctance of
t^iese cot^ntries to weak^er^ too mucfr the prefere ntfaI ^pëcts_ of the Et^ropean. systerr^
may make it more difficult to continue the process of multilateral tradè

liheralizaxion: Hov.ever., the Européàh countriès do, and will continue to, have an
important stake in their trade and cc>nunerciai relatïorrshig with North Americ.a,

Japan and many others.
B. THE E UR 0 MA^^r _EC ON O141iC.C 0 NiMi.J.NITâ'

E^pe^eflations

. Wi ffle the immediate impetus for creating the CVmtnunity waspolitical, it ►uas
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• also expected to bring important economic bene fits. Some of the objectives ‘vere set 
out in the Preamble to the  Rome, Treaty -- for example, improvements in living and 
working.  conditions, a steady expansion, balanced trade, fair cérripetition, and 
harmonious development by reducing the di fferences between the various regions, 

These were expected to be some of  the main restilts of freeing up movements 
of goods, services, -capital and people; within the framework of common policie s . 
and rides in some areas and harmonized national policies in others .  Classic 
international trade theory taught that the removal of trade barriers would allow 
couritries to specialize in the things they could produce most ef ficiently. But even 
more important, it was anticipated that interpenetration of markets in the EEC 
would lead to profound changes in production structures to take full advantage of 
economies of scale .  The productivity of capital and labour wroulcl be increased; 
was  and profits would rise; investment would be stimulated; and the >rate of 
growth would be accelerated. 

However >  all of this was seen as a long-term process. There were concerns, 
especially on the part of those in close touch with the business world, that, over the 
short term, there would be abrupt changes in trade and production patterns, -  
brinzing serious problems of adjustment for some firms and a certain amount of 
unemployment. 

There were also some particular worries in sorrie of the member states. France 
saw the Comrnon,Market as, in some degree, a trade-off >  in which it would have to 
open up  us market for manufactures to stronger German prciduders in return for 
benefits for its agricultural sector. in addition tg the perceived economic 
weaknesses of French in-dustry, it w, as feared that French social p-olicies in such 
fields as  overtime pay would make it difficult to compete. 

There were concerns  toc in France, and even more sa  in Italy, that economic 
inteeration would increase the polarization of industry in the triangle Amsterdam - 
Dusseldorf - Lille, aggravating regional disparities within Europe. France - and Italy. 
were also particularly viilnerable to balance of payment problems. They could 
foresee the possibility that action to deal with suCh difficulties might conflict with 
their obligations to free up trade and captal  move:rents. 

,S,Èfeguard Provisions 

To deal with these contingencies and Other special  situations. .a  number of 
safegpards and transitional  provisions  were Written int,0 the Rome Treaty. The"  can 
be divided into those which would be in effect only for a transitional period,anci 
those which were of a continuing nature, The more important are as follows:1 



1.The dismantling. Of tariffs against the productS of Other member states and 
establishrnent.of the Common External Tariff (CET),.was to be carrie.d out in small 
steps over a tranSitional period of 12 years. 2  There was iilso provision tçé extend the 
transitional period to 15 years or fo adjust tariffs more rapidly if circumstandes 
permitted. A schedule .was also laid down for abolishing QRs,over the transitional 
period.. 

2. If the reduction  of  internal tariffs gave rise to 7Any special proble.ms  
the Council  of'  Ministers of the Community was to settle . them by directives based on. 
proposals of the .Cornrriission, (Article 14(53). 

3. The rules for tariff reductiOns.a)sO applied tO duties of .a  fiscal nature; Imitif 
the Commissicén *found that substitution of an internal  ta x for a fiscal duty caused 
serious difficulties, it  vas empowe.ted in the first year of the Commi.mity to 
authorize the retention of the duty for as . long as six years.-(Articie 17(4)) 

iét. In. the event of injury caused by dumping, the  Commission  was to 
recomrriend the cessation of this .practice .and, if the situation continued, was to 
authorize the injured country tO take appropriate protective .action. Moreover,. in 

 order to discourage dumping, Member states were required to readmit, free Of 
duties or quantitative restrictions, any goods- exported to othe members. (Article 
91) 

5. The CommiSsion was given the power to authorize protective  masures  in 
'the event of discrimination by state monopolies of a commercial nature. (Article 37) 

6. At the special request of France, the Commission was. given the power to 
authorize n-iernber states to take safeguard measures in thé event that industries were 
affected in equalities in overtime Pay. (Protocol relating to certain provisions of 
concern to France, Part II) 

7. A general safeguard Clause (Article 226), which turned out to be the most 
important, provided thar. a member state might ask the Commission to authorite 
relief mea.sures if there were "serious difficulties whith are likely to persist in ariy 
sector of economic activity or difficulties which may seriously impair the economic 
situation in any region 	The Commission Was to determine the measures tobe 
taken, whiCh might include derogations from the Treaty. The latter were however 
to be limited in -extent and duration, to what was seictly necessary to r•store the 
situation and adapt the sector concerned. Priority was to be given to measures which 
would .least distuni the functioning of the common market. 

9 
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1. The rules-governing the elimination of quantitative restrictions (QRs) on 
exports and imports were waived  for çornols which were justified on grounds such 
as thé protection of public health, morality, safety, industrial and cornniercial 
property and national treasures. However, such controls are not  ta  constitute- a 
means of arbitrary discrimination or disguised restriction on intra-Communify 
trade. (Article 36) Member states are also free to take measures with respect to 
production or trade in military products which they deem necessary ,  for their 

'security, but such measures are not to prejudice conditions of competition for items 
not intended for military purposes. (Article 2:3) 

2. Procedures are laid down to deal with a situation in which a member state 
encounters or is seriously threatened by balance of payments difficulties. This oan 
include ,mutual assistance. If aid is not granted or is inadequate, the Commission 
may authorize the country to take appropriate protective measures. The Council 
may rnodify or revoke this authority. (Article 108) There is provision 'for the 
affected member state to take unilateral action on a provisional basis in the event of 
a sudden crisis, (Article 109) Such measures are hcFwever not to exceed the 
minimum  necessary to remedy the situation and are to be selected so as  no  cause 
least possible disturbante tothe functicFning of the Corrirnèn Market. The power to 
authorize a country to depart from its obligations rests with the Commission and the 
power to control unilateral action with the Council. There are special provisions' 
relating to Italy and France. • 

3. Where enterprises engage in such practices as discrimination, limitation of 
production or market sharing, the Commission may 'propose steps  no end the 
situation  and, if it continues, may authorie member states to take protective action 
(presumably tariffs, QRs etc), (Article 89) 

4. The Commission may authorize protectivemeasures e a member state  asters 
 its exchange rate in a manner which 'seriously distorts the conditions of 

competitiOn" and is incompatible with an exchange rate policyonecessary for balance 
of payments equilibrium accompanied by high employment and stable prices. 
(Article 1(Y7) 

5. Where conditions of competition are distorted by a disparity in Ieizral and 
administrative provisions of member states, which cannot be resolved by 
consultation, it appears that one of the options open is the authorization of safeguard 
mesures. (Article 101) 

6-, -When diversions of uade or economic difficuldes result from lack of 
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harmonization of commercial policies and cannot be resolved through cooperation,

the Commission is to authorize the necessary protective measures. There is
provision for unilateral action during the transitional period in case of emergency.
Again, the action chosen is to be that which will cause least disturbance to the
functioning of the Common Market and interfere least with the early introduction

of the Common External Tariff. (Article 115)

^: Although not strictly safeguards, the provisions relating to state aids to

industry (e.g., grants, low-or nil-interest loans and tax concessions) are certainly

relevant. While the Treaty set up procedures to deal with aids which were
incompatible with the Common Market because they distort competition and
adversely affect trade between member states, it did provide a good deal of leeway

for measures of this kind. They may be used, among other things, for promoting the
development of depressed regions, remedying a serious disturbance in a member
state, and assisting individual consumers. Certain conditions are laid down for their
use, including review by the Commission and other member states. (Article 92)

8//A European Social Fund was established with the aim of promoting
employment opportunities, especially by facilitating geographical and occupational
mobility. A European Investment Bank was also created and given the task of using
its own resources and those of the capital markets to contribute to "the balanced and
smooth development of the Common Market in the interests of the Community".

The Actual Experience

->The difficulties of adaptation and adjustment were not as wide =spread or
severe as some had feared. Economic conditions were generally buoyant. There was
some temporary unemployment but apparently those displaced were easily absorbed
elsewhere in the economy. General levels of unemployment in all member states fell
from 195.8,'59 to 1963 and remained at very low levels until around 1974 with the
exception of a slight increase in some countries in 1968. Real wages rose rapidly

over these years. Regional disparities were not aggravated. The share of the
peripheral regions in the community's GDP did not change much from 1960 to 1969,
while that of the triangle Amsterdam - Dusseldorf - Lille declined slightly. On a

country basis: Ital^continued to
s ed south, but the gap wasesome hat smal er inper capita, on`^^ount of its depTe

1970 than in 1960.

ÏSince the problems of adjustment were much less serious than some had feared

it was possible to shorten the period for phasing in the internal and external tariff
changes by 18 months, completing the process of 10.5 years instead of 12 years from
the beginning of the transitional period. Moreover, relatively modest use was made
of the7 tiânsitional safeguard provisions having to do with removal of internal
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barriers.

In the case of industrial materials and manufactures, the general safeguard
clause (Article 226) was used mainly to give temporary relief to a number of Italian
producers, particularly in the southern pat i ôf--the country. The items affected
included silk and derived products, certain forms of lead and zinc, sulphur and its
products, iodine, and two chemical products manufactured from local raw
materials. The Italians brought these problems to the Commission early in the

transitional period. They had been encouraged to do so during the negotiations
between the Six on the level of the Common External Tariff on some of the items or
on the raw materials from which they were manufactured. Their concerns related
perhaps even more to competition from outside the -EEC than from their

Cortmunity partners. The safeguard action permitted was, in some cases,
"isolation" of the Italian market through a ban or quota control on imports and, in
others, delayed removal of tariffs against imports from other member states. In
most cases the Italians were required to submit a program for putting the industry
concerned on a sounder footing. Extensions were granted for some of the Italian
safeguard measures but practically all were eliminated before the end of the

transitional period.

In the early years of the Community, several other member states were
allowed to take safeguard action on industrial products. The Benelux- countries
were permitted to maintain a quota on penicillin and its preparations, to conserve
domestic production. A French request for authorization of a quota on
semi-conductors was granted. Germany was given permission_to set up an
equalization fund to support its lead and zinc producers. The duration of these
measures ranged from several months to a year.

In 1962 the Commission developed some strict criteria for considering any
further applications under the general safeguards clause to ensure it was not used to
circumvent the inevitable difficulties resulting from the speed-up in the dismantling
of internal barriers which had been agreed upon. From this time on, it seems that
the Commission was more inclined to reject requests for permission to extend
existing measures or introduce new ones.

In the middle and latter part of the transitional period France sought authority
on several occasions to take safeguard action. In 1962 it wanted to impose a
temporary 12 per cent duty on refrigerators to counter an upsurge of imports from

italy which was causing serious difficulties
reduction of the duty to 6 p cuand a tightCornmission agreed, subject to a gradual

deadline for its removal.

'Foür years later, with its white goods industry in the throes of a painful
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adjustment, France asked for permission to apply import quotas for two years on 
refrigerators, washing machines, and electric and gas stoves. The French kraft 
plyboard industry was also in trouble, and it was proposed to introduce QRs for that 
product too. The Commission decided that quotas on plyboard might lead to 
deterioration in the conditions of intra-Community trade and invited the French 
Government to come up with another solution. It rejected the application regarding 
white goods. Shortly afterwards, in May and June, 1968, France found itself in a 
serious economic situation as a result of widespread social and industrial unrest. 
Permission was therefore granted for import quotas, not only on white good's but 
also steel, motor vehicles and textiles, under the balance of payment safeguards 
provisions. However, the quotas were to be allocated fairly among the member 
states and were to be removed by the end of the year. The Commission rejected a 
French request for an extension on refrigerators. 

An item which gave rise to difficulties in the Netherlands, Belgium and 
Germany was carded wool. The first-named country was allowed to adopt 
safeguards but applications from the two others were rejected. 

The Commission approved a number of safeguard actions to deal with 
deflections of  rade and it made many decisions granting or denying permission to 
levy counter-vailing duties, although the latter appear to have affected mainly 
agricultural products. 

A number of allegations of dumping were investigated. In some cases they 
were apparently resolved without formal action, while in others the Commission 
took the problem up with the offending firm. No member- state was actually 
authorized to apply anti-dumping duties in the first 3 112 years of the Community's 
life. 

There were instances of member states taking safeguard action illegally. lip to 
mid-1961 the Commission had taken two of these to the Court of Justice. 

What happened to the industries which were granted temporary relief under 
the transitional safeguard provisions? The information is sketchy, but there are 
some indications. 

Output of lead and zinc ores in Italy dropped by about 40 per cent from 1958 to 
W68 and then continued on down in the early seventies. In the case of secondary 
lead and primary lead and zinc, production either_held steady or declined somewhat 
at first, • then recovered and started to increase. However, secondary  zinc 
production seems to have disappeared after 1963/64. Sulphur production in Italy 
seems to have declined by 1968 to only about 10 per cent of the 1961 level. Production 
of woven silk fabrics fluc:te: considerably from 1958 to 1968 and no very clear 
trend is- evident. Carded wool production dropped more than one quarter in 
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Germany and over 15 per cent in the Netherlands during the first decade of the 
Comrnunity's existence and continued to decline to 1974. In Belgium, however, 
output of this product increased substantially, although that country had at one time 
wanted to apply safeguards. 

As regards France's problems in the white goods sector. production of 
cookers, electric refrigerators and electric washing machines in 1968 was 170 per 
cent, 47.  per cent and 94 per cent respectively above the 1958 levels. In the case of 
refrigerators there was .a subsequent falling off, but in 1972 output was still  about 
the same level as in 1958. 

The data studied do not, in some cases, cover the precise items  on  which 
safeguard action was permitted, but rather relate to wider groups of products or 
different stages of manufacture. Moreover, they do not throw any light on the 
position of individual firrns or regional patterns of production. A good deal more 
study would be needed to reach definite conclusions. Nevertheless, the analysis does 
seem to suggest that in some cases safeguard action may have helped in putting the 
industries on a sounder footing while in other cases it was a temporary palliative. It 
also bears noting that, for the most part, the items concerned occupied a relatively 
small place in the total economies of the countries concerned, even though they may 
have been important to specific cornpanies and regions. 

It appears that there has rarely been recourse to the continuing safeguards. The 
most notable cases relate to Italy, which was, in 1974 and again in 1976, authorized 
under the balance of payments provision to introduce a system requiring-importers 
to consumer goods to deposit cash in advance with the Bank of Italy against 
purchases of foreian exchange. The amounts to be deposited Were to be 
progressively reduced to nil. The  Italian Government also took unilateral action 
under the balance of payments safeguards to impose a ta.x on the ptu-chase of foreign 
currency.. 

It is virtually impossible to determine to what extent state aids were used to 
cushion the effects of dismantling trade barriers because of the lack of transparency 
in this area. However, the member states certainly had the means to intervene in this 
way. Not only did they all have programs designed to aid particular industries and 
regions; they also had powerful general instruments of policy at their disposal 
which could be used to influence the response of their firms to the problems and 
opportunities of integration. These ranged from relatively modest devices like 
special depreciation and other tax concessions to more interventionist mechanisms 
such as using the economic power of nationalized industries and infusing capital into 
certain private enterprises through control of the banking system or special 
investment funds. 

• There is not much information about the way such practices may have 
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influenced the pace and nature of integration but there are some indications. In the
early years of the Community, there were many mergers and cooperation
agreements between firms. The great majority of these operations were not
transnational but took place within an individual country. It is difficult to believe
this was not to some extent due to the influence exerted and inducements offered by

national governments.

The Commission did try to get a handle on state aids. During the first few
years of the Community's existence, it started to prepare an inventory of existing
measures of this kind and made decisions on the compatibility with the Common
Market of various new programs. Regional aids authorized included schemes to
help the economic and social development of Sardinia and to improve.the bâlance of
Luxembourg's economy. Examples of aids to specific industries which were
approved were schemes for helping the German and Italian textile industries. In
some cases member states were asked to modify or withdraw their proposals, but
sometimes the Commission was overruled. For example, the French wanted to aid
the production of certain grades of paper pulp, and when the Commission raised
doubts about the proposal, they made a successful appeal to the Council of Ministers.

In addition to dealing with specific cases, the Community's institutions, from
1969 onward developed guidelines for assistance to problem industries, such as
shipbuilding, film production and textiles. However, in all. of this, they came up
against two difficulties in particular. First there was the dilemma of how to
reconcile the requirements of competition. policy (avoiding distortions of
competitive conditions within the common market) with those of regionad-and
structural policy (which was certainly recognized as legitimate under the Rome
Treaty). A second problem was that examination of general schérnes was often not
very conclusive and it was necessary to look at the way they were being applied -
something on which the member states were loath to provide information.

Ten years after the Community came into being, the Commission was well
aware that there were problems in regard to state aids with which it was not yet able
to come to grips. In its 1968 Report it acknowledged that member states were vying
with one another to attract new investment, particularly from non-member
countries. Efforts to obtain greater transparency did have some effect. From 1971
onward procedures were followed to cut down competition in regional aids. This
involved setting up a coordinating committee with the member states and
establishing ceilings for aid to certain regions. New and revised guidelines were
issued for aids to specific industries. Also it would appear that the Commission was,

in the latter 60's and early 70^e Court of
specific

example, in 1969 it took France t
the textile and pulp industries.

'Thé economic difficulties of the mid- and latter- 70's led member states t.:
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make more intensive use of state aids. On the whole, the Commission did not try to
interfere with this as long as the measures were of limited duration and subject to its

supervision. Moreover, there are grounds for thinking that by no means all of the
assistance to Iindustries and regions was actually notified to the Cornrnission.

The Community's own programs for aiding regions and industries were slow
getting off the ground and were not very significant in easing problems which arose
in the first decade of its existence. The assistance available from the European Social
Fund was meag,er. Over the whole period, 1960 to 1968, the amount spent was under
526 million. However, the fund does seem to have been of some help in readapting
and retraining workers, such as the miners made redundant by the decline of the
Italian sulphur industry. Apart from this, it was used mainiy to facilitate migration
of workers within the Community - especially from Italy to Germany, France, and
to a lesser extent the BENELUX countries.

In the case of the coal, iron and steel industries, much more substantial
assistance was available for readaptation of workers under the ECSC Treaty . Aid
was also extended to firms in these industries for restructuring.

From 1958 to 1967, the loans and guarantees of the European Investment Bank
were running at an average of under $100 million a year. More than half of this was
channelled into investments in Italy - particularly the south. In the Community as a
whole, about half of the bank's financing went for industrial development (new
plants and expanded facilities) and the other half for infrastructure (mainly
communications, energy and water). Among all the bodies,'gublic an^ pfivate,
marshalling funds for investment, the EIB played a relatively small rolt.

- Other Factors Affecting the Use of Safeguards

The Treaty of Rome provided not only for the abolition of internal customs

duties and QRs, but also for the elimination of other measures and practices which
hindered free movement of goods. This was, and is, seen as necessary to obtain the

full benefits of trade liberalization. The other side of the coin is that foot-dragging
by member states can be a means of shielding their firms from competitive forces. It
can therefore reduce the need for recourse to safeguard provisions.

The more important steps to be taken were as follows:

Standardization of customs procedures and simplification of
customs formalities and documentation requirements.

Approximation, or as it is more usually referred to, "harmonization"
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of product standards >  (maintained for reasons of health, safety etc.) and 
systems of  taxation, 

Development of rules on competition, to corne to grips with 
such practices as collusion between suppliers and abuse of a dominant 
position.  

Coordination of gcFvernment purchasing policies to ensure bidding is 
permitted on a fully, competitive basis. 

Operation of the common transport policy so that supply of 
transportation services is not manipulated in such a way that 
it impedes or distorts trade. 

In point of fact progress on all these issues hm been slow and, in some cases, 
minimal. A few examples will suffice. 

• While steps have been taken to Simplify border routines, ttieY' 
are still often cumbersome and time-consuming, increasing 
significantly the cost of shipping goods, The European Commission 
estimates that the cost of getting goodS across frontiers represents 
5 per cent of total transport. Costs. 

▪ The EEC has issued 177 directives on procluét standards since 
1969 but it has taken an average of 10 years to get eSch of the - last 15 
directives out. Sometimes they were out of date before they .were 
issued. lyloreover new national standards have been constantly 
ernergiDg. 

o ROacl traffic, which accounts for 42 per .cent of goods traded 
between member states, is still to a conSiderable extent controlled 
by quotas established bilaterally. The Community's Parliament took 
the unprecedented  st ep of cenSuring the Council of Ministers for its 
lack of progress  on thecornmon transport pOlioy. 

▪ Although all member states have adopted the Value Added Tax 
(VAT), standard rates vary from 12 per cent  in Luxembourg  to 23 
per cent in Ireland. 

o Telecommunications, transport, water and energy - all areas 
where an integrated Market is important - have been excluded from 
the Community's directives on government purchasing. It appears that, 

prOcurement of items which LL.e .. covered, the rtilis are often 
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disre2arded. 

In •dclitiOn to these barriers to free movement of goods maintained by 
govenments, there are the ,ones,for which the private sector and-even the general 
public are responsible. Foremost among these are the business practices which 
reseict competition, partictilarly significant in Europe, where there is a long 
history of canelization 

The Community initially made slow progress in developing an approach tà 
competition policy ln the meantime, many new agreements were concluded 
between firms, most of them involving exclusive distaibution arrangements There 
"as prObably also a good deal of price fixing and market sheing. Under the Rome 
Treaty, such practices could be permitted if they contributed to improved. 
production or distribution of goods or promotion of technical or economic 
progress. They bawl however not enable the ferns ciancerned to eliminate 
ccFmpetition for a substantial proportion of the goods affected or impose restridtions 
flot  necessary for achieving the prescribed objectives. Moreover the consumer must 
benefit and .competition must not be completely eliminated. An of this  'as no  t easy 
to interpret and apply. For one thing it involved reconciling objectives which were 
par-U)  in conflict. For another, there were so many agreements and the EEC 
Commission was so short of staff. Much has been done to work out principles and 
procedures  and  establish Community authority through the courts, bcFth on collusive 
practices and On abuse of dominant position. Élowever there are indications that 
competition is still being restricted in many fields. For example, there are 
substantial differentials in prices for similar prOducts in -various parts of the 
Community, which cannot be explained by differencesin internal  taxes 

One must also include, among the invisible barriers, languagEdiffeeances, 
different wayS of doing business and even the national prejudices v,hich still 
influence scFme businessmen as well  as consumers. For all these reasons it has been 
said that.while the European Community operates a tariff  union„ itis not really a 
customs union (because barriers still exist at the border) and certainly not a 
common marie (as long as there are many other obstacles to  free moveme • t of 
goods within the internal mazket). Imperfections also exist in the free Moverrient of 
persons, capital and senices. 

The conclusion that emerges about the adjustment proceSs in the Community is 
that it has probably extended over a much longer period than might .have been 
expected on the basis of the timetable for tariff dismantlinig. Indeed it is no doubt 
Still taking place. This needs to be  borne  in mind in assessing the reasons why so 
little use.was made of safeguards provisions in the early days. 

Benefiti of integration 



In its first decade or So, the COmmunity 'experienced a remarkable eipansion 
in trade, output and productivity, considerably exceeding that achieved by the 
U.S.A. and bettering U.K. performance by an even wider margin.  (Sac Table 1) 

Following are some of the salient points about the economic progress of the 
Community (figures are for the  period 1959 toi969 tinless otherwise indicated): 

• the Community's internal trade increased by 347 per cent. Its 
external trade rose by  136 per cent compared with 124 per cent for 
the U.S,A. and 77 per cent fOr the .UK. 

• With the exception of Luxembourg, an member -states achieved greater 
rates of gréwth in GDP (constant prices) than the United States. 

• All of them expanded GDP per emplOyed person at a faster 
rate than the United States (for Germany, France and Italy, the growth 
rate was more than double thatof the U.S.A.). 

• in 1969, industrial production was 84 per cent above the 1958 
levtl in the CcFrnmunity comparer  with 64 per cent for the U.S.A. and 
39 per cent  for the U.K. There is no clear-cut difference here between 
the experience of the "big 'three" and that of the smaller member 
States. While Belgium and Luxembourg had the lowest growth rate for - 
indu strial production,  the Netherlands had the highest. 
• Average income  in the Community was 1/3 lower than_ that of 
the United States. in 1974, compared with 5 0 per cent lower two 
decades,  earlier. 

There has been much debate about theextent to which these developments can 
be attributed to formation of the Coininunity. Professional economists have 
attempted, With varying resuits,-to estimate the arnounts of new trade creation and 
trade diversion. Efforts have been made, on the basis of these figures, to determine 
what proportion of the growth of the Community's GDP should be credited to 
econbmic integration. Most of these estimates have been rather small, in the order 
of fractions- of a per cent, and not e all in line with the  perceptions  of people in 
business and,government. 

It is generally acknowledged thg, in addition to integration, a number of other 
factors Contributed to Europe's impressive econOmic progress in the Sixties. A  fast 
pace had been set dusing the post-war  reconstruction peribd when a great deal of 
new plant and equipment was put in place. Interest rates were low and inflation Was 
moderit.. After the French devaluations of 1957 and 1958, the Community enjoyed 
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a decade of exchange rate stability. (It might be argued, of course, that this was a 
result as well as a cause of the Community's economic success). There wa_s the trade 
creation effect of reduCing ta.riffs on a multilateral basis in a number of GATT 
rounds, Which continued after the formation of the coirirnunity, and progressively 
removingrpost-war quota controls, until.they had ben practically eliminated by the 
early sixties. There was the expansion of the industrial work force as à result of 
modernization of agriculture and migration from East/to West Gennany. 

'nit's, the Six had g variety of things going for them in the Sixties. Nevertheless 
there are grounds for thinking that conventional economic analysis has often 
understated the gains from economic integration. Recent Studies of what  has 
happened in certain industry se,ctors support this conclusion. The following 
examples are indicative: 

geratorç and other White Goods. 

Intra-Community cade in refrigerators, washing machines, small household 
appliances, radios and TVs increased six-fold from 1960 to 1970, 

_In the Iate 1950's certain Italian producers installed luge-scale automated 
plants to produce a narrow range of small-vcFlume refrigerators. They were thus 
able to achieve drarnatic reductions in unit costs and Clat prices sufficiently to make 
major inroads into the markets of their neighbors.  Dy  the early 60's they had  1(3  of  
the French market and 40 per cent of the German market. Under pressure of this 
competition them  vas a series of mergers in France and by 1970 one sole producer 
was left in the industry. It had an optimally•sized pliant and concentrated an larEer 
refrigerators. In this way it was able to retain 45 per cent of the French market. the 
German industry was already more concentrated than the French in 1958 and this 

• process continued. By 1970, Gern-iany wa.s producing the same number of 
refrigerators as in1958. In the Netherlands and Belgium, production ceased, 

Sortie  of the same features were repeated in the integation of the Community's 
waShing machine market. As was also the case  for  refrigerators, the Italians showed 
ingenuity in finding markedng channels and overcoming the handicaps of unknown 
or less acceptable brand names. 

Trucks  

It would appear that scale was the basis of the predominant positions which 
Daimler f. Benz, Fiat and Ford Carved out in European markets. They achieved the 
necessary volume by a Change in manufacturing philosophy away from custoinized 
enaineerina and a shift in perspective from national to European markets. 
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Automobiles

While no one country emerged as the clear front-runner (contrary to the
experience with white goods) there was great increase in the inter-penetration of
markets. Community producers had 31 per cent of one another's markets in 1970
compared with 7 per cent in 1958. The consumer benefitted from wider choice and
probably from lower prices than would otherwise have prevailed. In addition there
was a trend to concentration of production. Scale proved to be a major determinant

of unit costs.

The behaviour of the "national champions" (major nationally-owned auto
companies in France, Germany and Italy) was different from that of the subsidiaries
of U.S. producers. The former had few plants elsewhere in the Community, and in
at least one case an existing assembly plant was closed down. The U.S. firms
operated in several EEC countries and they took advantage of the removal of tariffs
to increase the degree of specialization between their various plants.

These and other cases have underlined that the chief advantage of integration
appears to have been the opportunity it has provided for achieving economies of
scale. According to one of these studies, size of plant is more significant in general
than that of the firm or the product line. The studies also point up the greater
importance, in a group of advanced economies such as the major EEC countries, of
specialization within rather than between industry sectors. This process brings
improvements in efficiency, not only for the industry in the country which increases

its market share, but also for the surviving industry in the country whose market

share is reduced.

Based on this kind of case analysis, one recent study has estimated that the
benefits of European integration, through increased trade in manufactured goods,
may have been in the order of 3•.6 per cent of GDP over the period up to 1980.
This might show up as a measured increase in GDP of 10 per cent because of national
accounting practices. These figures take into account the effects of industrial
restruct:uring as well as the indirect impact on other sectors of the economy.

These figures certainly fit better than the very low earlier estimates with the
perceptions of those in industry, trade and government. But they should be taken
with some caution for they are based on the notable success stories of European
integration - white goods and motor vehicles. While other industries do not appear
to have been studied as intensively, enough has been done to suggest that the nature,
pace and extent of the rationalization varied considerably from one sector to
another. -Government policies and measures andlor collusive business practices
seem to have inhibited the process to a greater or lesser extent in important sectors

like irôin and steel, non-ferrous metals, processed foods, chemicals,
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pharmaceuticals, petroleum-refining and power-generating equipment. It would
therefore probably be safer to regard the figure of 3 - 6 per cent of GDP as a
potential which will be realized when the integration process has run its full course.

Multinational Enterprises and Inter-Corporate Links

The lags in integration may have been a major reason for the surprisingly
large number of subsidiaries acquired or established by Community firms in other
EEC coùntries up to 1971. From 1959 to 1971, large parent companies based in the
Community established 553 manufacturing subsidiaries in other EEC countries.
Moreover, there were only 35 closures of such subsidiaries from 1958 to 1971. A
study carried out in 1975 indicated that some of the largest numbers of subsidiaries
were established in industries where economies of scale were greatest. Certain of
these were industries where intra-Community trade was expanding most slowly.
This, together with examination of specific cases, led to the conclusion that many of
these branch plant operations were not the result of "cornmon market behaviour"
but rather of efforts by national governments and the private sector to limit
integration. But no doubt there were also cases (though they do not seem to have
been as well documented) where Community firms set up, or continued to operate,
subsidiaries elsewhere in the EEC for other reasons, such as the advantages of being
close to a local market (e.g. because of transport costs or perishability of product)
or of spreading risks (e.g. shut-downs because of strikes).

In addition to parent-subsidiary operations, there were several cases of
trans-national mergers or cooperative arrangements between major firms in
different EEC countries. However, such initiatives were not as numerous or as
successful as had been hoped. Most have now been dissolved or have turned. into
suaight take-overs of one partner by the other.

There were many American take-overs and new subsidiary operations in the
EEC in the 1960's and early 1970's. The book value of foreign direct investment by
U.S. firms in manufacturing in the Community grew from 51.1 billion in 1959 to
S9.7 billion in 1972 (these figures include investment in sales operations). The
number of subsidiaries established or acquired by U.S. firaLs in the Community was
at least as great as the corresponding figure for EEC firms.

Ilhe attractions of the large, rapidly-growing Community market, in which
internal tariff barriers were being removed, together with the difficulty of
supplying it from the United States because of the Common External Tariff and
transport costs, were obviously major factors in the upsurge of American
investment. There seems to be little information on the extent to which the activities
of American firms in the Community were influenced by the kind of considerations
which seem to have impeded rationalization of the operations of European
companies. However, in some industries, such as automobiles (already mentioned)
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and agricultural equipment and tract6rs, U.S. companies have ïncreasing1y
org anized rhe.activitïes of their Plants in the EEC on 4 specialized basïs.

Is Integration Slowing Down?

Whatever may have been the ber^efits of the integration process so far,
concerns Mv , e been expressed that, over the past decade or sojt has bee.n. running
out of steam. T7ie figures for the Plerïod 1973 to 1983 certainly d6 not look as gob^ as
those for the preceding fifteen years, (See T^ble 2) The main points to note are as

foilows:

° Fbr the period examined, the Communit}+ ran neck to. neck with

the U.S.A. on gr.a.wth in Çrl]P (real terms) but -lag:ged in .industrïal
produçtion. It did .however, out pèrfor-m the 'U:S.A. An growth of G 1) P per.
emp Ioyed per-son. The U.S.A. had a greater relative increase in forei gn trade.

° Irnports of member states from one another did not grow as
fast as their purchases from outside countries.

` The rate of growth in :GDP, in total and per employed person
was much lower than from 1959 to t9.619.
Soaring energy prices and the EF'TA .agre4mërit^ probah.ly had something to

do with the failure of the EEc's internal trade to exparid at a fas"cer. raté than its trade

with the rest Of the world.

Entry of the slower-growing British economy into...the Comrnunïty
contri6ute d to the s1ac kening of the EEC's growth rate.

hotwïtlistanding.4hese Ot^muaûng factors some of the bIame for the iës.s:
i'Mpre ssiv.e. performance of the. Commurxity over the past decade or so has been
attributed to the siaw progress in removing the hidden barriers to tràde mentioned
above. In the latter 70's there were indications that these barriers rrrnïght be
increasing and in i978 the Commission reported it'was investigating 4:0D of them.
There bas 1ndeed hee n a good d eal of foot-dragging, not only oa tht se issuts but.also.
in such aieas as the developrnent of an adequ^I y -f rranced ind ustrïal policy and the
adoption of ^ statirte for a European comp any (which wou3d facilitate tran s-national

=rgers).

The worldec pnomsc envïrunrnent was, of course, much less favorable in, the
seventies, with the coljapse of the Bretton Woods monetary system: the two oil price
shockcs in 19 -73 and 1979, the foodstuffs and comrmodities pr.ice surges; "stagflation"
and recessinn.. In 1983 thé econornies of EEc countries were operating below t1ne.

j ong^term trend level,
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There were substantial movements in the rates of excha.nze between the 
currencies of member countries from 1969 onward. Though the European 
Monetary System, set up by the Community in 1978, succeeded in bringing about 
-somewhat greater stability, there were still seven realignments of central rates up to 
1984, four of them being quite signifiCant. 

W1b.iat is seen as the loss of momentum in the Community has led to a certain 
"Europessimism" 3.nd more recently to initiatives for "relaunching Europe'. 
Foremost among these is the proposal, considered at the EEC surnznit in Milan last 
June, to hold an inter-governmental conference to amend the Treaty of Rome, so 
that unanimity would no longer be required on such matters as harmonization of 
technical standards. Though the majority favoured this Britain, Denmark ,  and 
Greece bitterly opposed  an y changes in the Treaty. Unless they  change  their minds. 
the Proposed conference will be of questionable value. On a more pra.Ctical level, 
We EEC Commission has produced a prograrn for creating a frontier- free: internal 
market for goods and ser ..rices by 1992. It also  bas  action plans in such fields as 
public purchasing i  competition policy, industrial development and science and 
technology; but most of these represent an extension of éxisting.activities and their 
effectiveness will depend in some cases on cooperation of the member states -and in 
others on adequate financial resources. 

In the as of science and technolozy, prozress will also depend on breaking 
down the monopolies of national firms in  public  procurement of hi-tech goods such 
as telecommunications equipment, on fiscal incentives to enoo -uraue innvation. on  
improved training and on a better correlation of  research  to the requirements of the 
market. Most of these are areas where a good deal of the responsibility lies with the 
private sector and the.member states. 

With some justice European businessmen have, among other things, been 
accused of lacking entrepreneurship, clinging to antiquated structures, being weak 
on management and marketing and preferring associations with, or take-overS by, 
U,S. and Japanese nrrns because of intra-European jealousies. The positive side is 
the significant nurnber of success stories - the rimIs which have made good use of 
the opportunities provided by European integration and indeed by markets in Other 
parts  of the world. They include Dairnler-Denz (trucks), Bosch (high-technologY 
automobile components), BSN Gervais Darlene (yoghurt and other fresh dÉry 
products), Heineken (brewing), Tetra pe (pekaging), L'Oreal (cosmetics) and 
Ciba-Geigy (pharmaceliticals). 

Most of the world leaders are centered in Germany and France, few in the 
smaller countries of the Communiry. On the other hand, Sweden ha.s produced such 
Winneisis Volvo, Electrolux (electrical appliances) SKF (bearings) and 1:>erstorp 
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(.cnerrkicals). While that country has been part of the Europe-wide free rade zone
sin ce 1973 and of EFTA since 1960, the success of'these f rms goes back^a good deal
further than ttii^s: In recent }^ear^, they l^^^e for the most part f^Ii^ ►^ed the "niehe"

Straiegy ^ t^rving out small market segments where they can establish strong,
positions. The ext^nt to which European integration may have facilitated this would
bear tiuther siudy. It w ou1d be u se fu2, t6o, to knaw more about the role it has played
in the success of many medium-sized firms distributed throughout the Community

and its European mociates.

The London Financi_al TirneA has recently published a series of articles under

the xitle, Tari Europe Catch Up?". As,one of the articles points out, the answer will
âepend as muc h o n the performance of the United. S tates. and Japan as on that of
Europe, Some U.S. industries such. as steel are suffcri.ng from some of the .sainé
problems as are. afflicting their Eùropean counterparts. .Aiso, the extent to whic'h
European industries and markets rernain divided by instïtutianal and psychological
barriers will have a be aring on whether the various parts, of the continent move
forward at different speeds or together, This in turn will depend" to a considerab le
degr6e on t'esults, of, current effo fts to re laun ch Europe -- s orriething which is far
from c1e ar at present.

C. BRIT'ISH, M EM BEFtS HIP IN THE E 1E C

Expeetations.

As it was about. to he;in riégotï^tio^s for entry with the Community in 1970 the
Brzùsh Qovernme nt publish ed -a detailed asseasment of the ^enë#its of xndïnb^drship

and ftproblerirns liktly to arise. On the industrial side, the benefits were along the
saMe 1i ne s-as ihos e seen by the Six wherr they were negotïatin g the Rome Treaty - '"a
much larger and faster growing 'home, market ...P "opportunities for greaier
econornïes of scale., incre4ed speClaiization, ashasper competi-tive climate. and

.faster grQwth".

^rmstaexp ^
about ^^r^o}^01^^.

Ir^ onerespecs, however, the situation of Britain was quite different f^orn that
of the orig ir^al S ix. As the 1^+Iltite P aper pointed out, thej^.v^rouSd be joir^in g a market
which was growing r^iuch faster than their own.. This should increase the dynarnic

effeçts of inezn^^e rship. I^ioreover, ritâ^n wi^tl^n the :Communit^+ would, it was
[h.ought, be ^bie_to ^^t.r,ac^_more ^verseas ^investrrYe^tt, es^ciallXin_th^ [Jnïte
States. There. would also be greater opportunity for British f`^S the

-pôin vvhere adequ ate researcI! and de^relopmestt expt^dit^e would be ^1`Ftab1e. In

addition to the #^act that a larger dornest,ic market vroul^i:^rovide a basis for BrïLish

^ and th^ïr operiib . ons their grovv[ii would be less inhibiied by,concerns

^rrthe other hand 't}tere were what the White paper COe.d [he;'=pacf "_effewts
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- the immediate changes in trade and production patterns which would tesult from 
removal of tariffs against the Six, free entry into the Community market, erection 
of the Common EXternal Tariff against third countries and  the  consequent changes 
in access to those markets. In the latter case .the authors of the White Paper were 
ûiinking particularly of the loss of Coromonwealth.preferences. Using some simple 
arid rather questionable mathematics, they estimated that Britain's balance of trade 
for items other than food was likely to deteriorate. by £125 to 275 million. (The 
Econottei called these estimates "unadulterated rubbish"). The expected increase in 
food prices as a result of adoption of the Common Agricultural Policy couId also 
lead to g rise in wages which would make it more difficult for British industry to 
compete. Furthermore, if the burden on the balance of payments became excessive, 
the British Çovernment might not have enough flexibility to pursue economic 
policies which would enable full benefit to be drawn from membership; 

Some of >these points may have been exaggerated a little to improve Britain's•
bargaining position with the Six, but there is no reason to doubt that  the  y reflected, 
in their essentials, the government's thinking. 

The Çonfederation of British Industries also made some estimates. It - 
calculated.that  en  try zintolhe Community would mean a loss of protection on British 
manufactures of  Z 114 Percent (Weighted average). On the other hand there would 
be a net reduction of only 0.09 .  percent in the tariffs facing their goods abroad' 
(beCause there Would be higher duties in markets where they had previbusly enjoyed 
preferenceS). ney .consequently saw an increase in the total import bill which 
would exceed that in export receipt_s. Thus, like the White Paper  the  y expected an 
immediate deterioration in the balance Of payments. However; nor.viths-fan-dig this, 
the Confederation supported British entry because of the anticipated lonEer term 
benefits. 

Various efforts were . made by the Department of Trade, piivate research 
organizations and professional economists to define which British inclusn -ieS would 
be the winners in an enlarged Community and which would be in trouble. The 
conclusions differed considerably. 

Professional economists divided on the issue of British entry - largely along 
right7left  Unes.  The latter were sometimes accused of basing their opposition less on 
objective economic analySis than on their ideological biases in favour of econorniC 
planning and state ownership. Yet they did back up their option, with reasoned 
arguments, Professor lÇaIdor for exa.mple, considered that the adverse static effects 
Of entry  (the  expected trade deficit, the rise in domestic costs, the large net 
contribution to the cornmunity budget and the loss of real income) viiould be so 
severe that the dynamic effectS would be in a doWnward direction. Those who saw 
this kind- of prOcess taking place predicted that Britain would be frequently facing 
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balance of payments deficits and would be confronted with the choice of continually
devaluing or reducing incomes through deflation. Instead of a lot of new investment
taking place, capital would flow out to the more dynamic parts of the Community,
where higher wages would be offset by a more favourable business environment
and a more highly developed economic and social infrastructure. Some
anti-Marketeers also disputed the economies of scale argument, claiming the most
industries in Britain were already operating at the optimum level.

Ecônomists in favour of EEC membership replied with studies aimed at

showing that it would in fact = affect Britain's trade balance on industrial goods

and that there w. in fact scope for greater economies of scale, particularly through
intra-industry specialization. There would therefore be an increase in investmenL It
was also argued that, once Britain was inside the Community, EEC policies,
especially in agriculture, would be more responsive to British interests. No one
appears to have denied, however, that there would be adjustment problems in the

short term.

The Minister of Industry in the Conservative Government returned to power
in 1970 predicted an appreciable down-turn followed by a marked upturn in
external trade. He expected the transitional period to be "vexatious" - not because of
marked recession but because there would be dissatisfaction with the growth of

exports.

3Transitional and Safeguard Provisions

Probably based on the experience of the oriôinal Six, the British GQvernment
decided it would like to get the short term pain over with quickly, and get on to the
long term gain. It readily agreed to a five-year transitional period - less than half the
time it had taken the Six to dismantle internai tariffs. Moreover it proposed
somewhat higher cuts on manufactures in the earlier part of the transitional period,
which would have brought internal tariffs down 65 per cent by the beginning of
1975 and 90 per cent by the beginning of 1977 instead of 60 per cent and 80 per cent
respectively under the EEC proposal. However, the Six were anxious to maintain
the same timetable for industrial goods as that for British adjustment to the

Common Agricultural Policy.

A general transitional safeguards clause (Article 135) was included in the
Treaty of Accession, practically identical to Article 226 of the Rome Treaty . There
was also provision, (in Article 136) for application of anti-dumping duties under
certain conditions during the transitional period. However, this article for some
reason did not include the requirement that goods exported from one member
state to another should be re-admitted free of duty. Another feature of the original
transitiorial arrangement which was carried over into the Accession Treaty was
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flexibility in the schedule for abolishing fiscal duties or converting them into 
internal taxes (Article 38(3)). Article 43 was designed to meet a special British 
concern about the way in which removal of their QRs on iron and steel scrap might 
affect costs of production in the steel industry. It allowed them to retain these quotas 
for two years as long as they did not discriminate against other member states. 

In addition to these transitional provision, the British of course  had  access to 
all the continuing safeguard arrangements in the Treaty of Rome. 

The Actual Experience 

No evidence has been found of serious problems of adjustrnent.which can be 
directly related to British entry into the Community. Unemployment in Britain did 
rise from a rate of 3.5 per cent in 1972 to 5.3 per cent in 1979, but this does not seem 
to be attributable in any significant degree to British entry into the Community, 
since there were similar, and in some cases greater increases registered in jobless in 
other EEC countries. 

The British appear to have invoked Article 135 in only one case. A sharp  drop' 
in  coal and coke production resulting from the miners strike of 1974 led to 
shortages of certain steel products. The British were permitted, under the general 
transitional safecuard provisions, to set up an export licensing systern for certain 
steel products and later in the year to add other forms of steel and coal to the list of 
controlled items. However, the problem which had been anticipated regarding steel 
scrap exports did not arise. 

itate
It would be difficult to determine to what extent the British Government used 
aids, or state ownership of industries such as steel, to mitigate the effects of 

- EEC entry. 

. By the time Britain joined the Community, the resources at the disposal of the 
European  Social Fund and the ECSC re-adaptation fund had been greatly increased. 
The same was true of the European Investment Bank. Moreover, in 1975 the 
Community set up a European Regional Development Fund - something in which 
the British were particularly interested. However, the assistance available from 
these sources was small in relation to the needs, the EEC budget and the funds at the 
disposal of national goverrunents. 

By the middle of 1982, Britain had received from Community sources £3.5 
/billion in grants and £ 4.4 billion in loans to assist and promote industrial change 

. and stimulate investment. The annual average was thus about £ 830 million, thouch 
there was a substantial increase over the 9 112 year period. It is difficult to relate the 
projecis —a.ssisted to situations resulting from British entry, except to some extent in 
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the case of aid provided for resm.icteirin"'methe iron 'and steel ir^dustry. Much of the

EIB's finar^cir^g we nt, as in other mbe r states, for imgrov eine nt of

infrastructur^.

The absence vf.major dfffwulties for British industry may seern surprising in
vïew of the pronounced d6terioration In Britain's balance of trade with other EEC.
countries on manufactured goods (Whicli is discussed in rnore detail below). By
1973, Britain had adeficit.on manufactures with its Community partrxers amounting
to S 6,175.million compared with a. surplus of 141 million in 1973.

This was probabIy far in excess of what had been envisaged by the most
pc sstrnisd c econorru sts before accession, e vefl allowin g for the gener2il r"ise in prices
which "toolc place over thes6 yeârs. Other predictions also turned out to be widt of
the mark. The initial cost of adopting the CAP was Xnuçh lower than artticipAted
because after the boom in agr#ltural prices swting in 1974, it was actuall}+ cheaper
to obtain some rnajor agricultural products inside the Community than from outside
suppliers, Aloreov+er, Britain's ov%,n exports of agricultural products to the $ix
developed in-:a way that was quiteûnexpected.

some bf this was due to bad .fosecasting. However, there was more to if.than

that. The fact is that the effects of British entry had been largely overshadowed by
the. dramatiç char^ges in the internaLiortai environment which, took place in the

se^^entïes. ^orne. of these çompIeteIy demolished assumptions on wtxich predictions
about the consequences of joining`thé EEC had been based. For example, with the
fioating. Of the pound sterling, balance of payrnents surpluses ând tiéficits were
compensated by'fair3.y gradua) rnovements in exchange rates rather tan by periodic
substantïal devaluatfons or by âracanian measures to deflate the economy.

Has British Membership been a Success?

"^nder the best of circumstanciss,it.is a complicated process to try to sepaiate

tlterade effects of customs unions or free trade areas from those of -other internaj

and external aeveloprnerits. Wherj we are dealing with the world of 'the ^evenües- it.is
particularly dïfficult: T6 the changes -in tht^ international environment iiirWy
rnentipned ^ we ne ed toad d such factors as the progressive red Uction of trad e barriers
an a multilateral basis as a result of the Toyko Round and the increasingly intense.
Gompetïtion, in some sectors, of the ntwly industrialized countries (NIC"s).On the
D ritish domestic front, one has to take into ac co unt factors likè the labour urrre a and
politic al inst^bility o f 1074 an d. the dev.elQpmen [ of North Sea oil (which had its
negative as well as its positive side).

Having recogniïed the ilrtutatiobs of this kliid of analysls, however, we can
start with.a few basic -facts about Britaih's t^r^de. After 1973 ther^ was astrikin^shift
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in British trade towards the EEC. From 1972 to 1980/-gle\share of British exports 
other, members of the Community rose frorre0.2 1per cent to43.à per cenn. 

ln the case of imports the nc share‘..vent up from.33.,È per cent to 742,7 per cent. 
The ratio of trade to national output also rose substarilially. — - 

As already mentioned there was a deterioration in the eritish trade balance 
with the EEC on rnanufactures Much of di:is -to-0k place from 1972 to 1976, when 
four-ftfths of British duties against the products of the Six were eliminated. Since, at 
the 'sasne time Britain actual/3. ,  increased its surPlus with the rest of the world in 
manufactured goods, it would appear on the surface that tariff changes' had 
something to do with the poorer performance vis•a-vis the community. However, 
British manufacturers were not holding their own with their EEC competitors in 
the'eight years before accession. Indeed their position deteriorated  more in that 
pericFd than in the years 1973-81. Also, in the latter 70's, Britain's export-import 
ratio in rriatiufacturing trade deteriorated less with the EEC tha,n with certain other 
countries, including the USA and Japan. 

The trend vis-à-vis the EEC was in fact part of .a general worsening of 
Britain's position in this sector whieh had been going on for a long time A decline 
in the Country's share of the manufactured exports- of 12 major industrial countries 
was registered from 1955-58 to 1970-71 It has been attributed co such factors as 
under-investment, bad labour  management  relations and stop-go economic policies. 

There have been indications very recently of a marked irnprovement  in  
manufacturing productivity in Britain. From 1979 to 1983, real value added in 
British industry per person employed rose at an average annual rate of 1-.8 per cent - 
more than double that for the Community as a whole and considerahtv greater than 
that achieved by Britain• over the period 1960 to 1980. Why has this not been 

- reflected in a strengthening of Britain's position in World markets for 
manufactured goods? The OECD has pointed dlit that, although productivity has 
been rising, Britain's international competitiveness in terms of labour costs and 
prices has actually been weaker in recent years than in the 1970"s. Up to  1981,  this 
seems to have been due rt.:airily to such factors as the appreciation of sterling, 
associated with North Sea oil, and increases in Wage rates: Since early 1981 the pound 
has been failing, though apparently not enough to bring about an improve.merit in 
Britain>s trade performance on manufactures .  Indeed, this cade went into deficit in 
1983 for the first time since the war and the position further worsened in 1984 and 
early 1985. This was attributable mainly to the fact that Britain carne earlier  and 

 faster out of the recession than itS Eurcipean partners, and to the miners' strike. 

It also bears noting that the deterioration of the balance on manufactures is not 
an across-the-board phenomenon. It is accounted  for  largely by sharp increases in 
irnporfienetration in several specific sectors, particularly motor vehicles, and, to a 
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lésser extent; rnetal r^ar^ufacturing, office macYiir^erj+ and da^ta-^roces^ing
equipment and dlectsital ande1.ectronic engineering.

It wouid, therefore. be wrong to conclude from the widening de{ici.t an
manufactures - that rriembership in the .C omrnunity is not gs^Fing off for Brit2r.in.
Special, circumstances have, in -fact, . masICed a notable ^improvernertt in
manu#'nturing productïvity. Nor does the evidence so far bear Out Professor
K aidor's claim that rneinbe rship ! n the, FEC has "accelerated the de-industrial.ïzation
of Britaiii'". The share of manufacturing in Britain's GDP has certair.l.y declined
from 32 per cent in 1972 to 24 per cent in 1983. Hawever, there is scarcely a western
irtdustrjalizO -pouptr}' that has not experienced some trend in this direction -
assoc iatéd,with"the growing..isnportaflçe of th e service sectôr. In Brït4in's casé it was
more pronounced than in mostother countries and a major factor in this would
app ear to. be the much greater contribution of the gnt r& sectOr' to GDP. Th e share
of agricujt ure; fOresuy and fislSing ac t,%ially declined.slightly more th an titaE of

manufacturing.

Again st 91 of ti1is, it:has ta.be admitted that the predicted dynarrk eff^cts of
membership on British industry have Yez to show up. One study sugg^sts there is
some trend towards ïntra-ïndustry specialization but, that there is decreased
inter-.indixstry speciaiizatio rt. Another of its conclusions doe s not bode verY we11 for
B risain's 'ind u strial future,. The country. has: iD crease^d its.share of the Europe an
output in l6w-grovvth I ow-ski11s industries such as tobacco, cldthing and fpc.twear,
nibber and Ieather goods, textiles anâ prihting. The viabiiity of industries such as

these can generally be maintained only by protecting ihem in one way or -another
frarn the "laser bearri" competition of the I^IC's, It has been suggested that the
^rowth of these industries in Britain reflects the fact that; within Europe, it has
. hecome alovwr-wage economy with a relative iy unskilled labour force.

Turning to:the performanpe of the British economy as a w hale, -me rnbe rship, i n
the EEC' has not altered the country's position as the sloarest-growing m^ajor
indu stri aEzed n ation. Its CDP roser in vol ume; by only ll per cent. from 1973 to 198 3
cornpased with aCpnzrryunity average of 19 per cent (which, as ^iieady pointed out,
was about. the saIne as that:fdr the United S tates). The rate of growth in $ritain's rtal

GDF per employed _person over the: same decade was also inferior to those of its
major Community partners though better than that of the United States. But if we
look at the, most recent périod, 1979-I933, a different picture emerges. Over the se
three years British real GDP per employed person was gxowing faster than that of
any other leading indust7iai,ized cpuntry except lapaFt. The average annual rate of
iricrease was 2.1 per cent compared with aCbmmunity averqe of 1.2 percent A

report recentiy prepar6d by the Euxopean Gommunities,Corumissïon riotes that a
sSgnificant in1pr.ovement has been taking place in total factor productïvity in
Brit.aïri, and attributes it to shake out (more efficient-use of capital and labour).
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This fits in with what has already been said about the increase in productiv'ity  in  
manufacturing. 

What about the anticipated nflow of fôreign investment into Britain? Here  the 
 readily available evidence is 'mildly positive but not very conclusive. There hm 

certainly not been the great flood.« new investment that some had predicted, The 
proportion of total` U.S. overseas investment going to Britain declined in the 60's 
and early 70's but recovered markedly after that. it is not clear how much of the 
increase represented  in'  eStment  in  North Sea oil. As regards U.S. direct  in'  estment 
in  manufacturing, Britain's share of the total increased from 12.6 per cent in 1976 to 
15.7 per cent (estimated) in 1981. In 1980, Britain accounted for nearly 59.per cent of 
total U.& direct investment in the Community, excluding on. The corresponding 
figure  for manufacturing was 34 per cent of the world total. About half of Japan's 
investment in the EEC is in Britain. British membership does not seem w have had a 
strong effect on investment flows to and from other members of the Community. 
indeed, direct investment in and out of Britain grew much more with North 
i-\merica from 1970/2 to 1980. Perhaps this should be expected in view of the extent 
to which direct investmén and rade are alternative ways of developing a market 

To sumrna.rize the apparent effect of British entry so far, while there is some 
evidence of short term adverse impact effects, and there are indications of a very 
recent improvernent  in  productivfry it cannot really be ccFnclusiveIy demonstrated 
that the country.,  is tiow.getting the benefits from membership that  the original Six 
obtained. There are, however, a number of extenuating factors:- 

1. Studies of what happened to the industries of the, Six after 1958 suggest 
that integration is a slow process. Once economist who has looked into this 
experience suggests it, may take 15-20 years to show rneasureable results and 40-50 

' years for completion. 

2. Britain joined the Cornrriunity just as it was corning, to the end of 15 
years of rapid gowth, and thus "missed the best of the party". The British alscF came 
on the scene when EEC mernberS were having increasing difficulty keeping up the 
momentum of harmonization and rernOval of non-tariff obstacles to rade. 

3. As already mentioned, Britain went in with its manufacturing sector 
, much wealçened by deVelopments Over the preCeding decade or so. 

4. The economic and industrial  relations  atmosphere at the firm of entry 
vas  not,sUch as to  encourage  new investment and the inflow of foreign capital (e ,g. 
rapid increases in wages and prices, the miners' strilçe which led to the fall of the 
Heath Government). 
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5. The ambivalence in Britain regarding ;membership in the Community 
may have led to 1.1e postponement of business decisions needed to take advantage  of 
the larger market; at lea_st until after the 1975 Referendum. In the last several years. 
uncertainty has again  ariser about  whether Britain will sta y in the Ete in view of 
the Labour Party's official position favouring withdrawal "in à amicable and 
orderly 'ay" because membership is an obstacle to the "radical, socialist policies.." 
to which it is committed. Public opinion polls also suggest that the British people 
might be persuaded to vote against remaining in the Community. 

6. 'Government policies have TIOt been such as to facilitate positive 
<X,Iadjustment and restructuring_ Among the main criticisms it has been pointed Out -

thati, from 1974-1979,  the GOvernment pursued policies whiCh enhanced the 
bargaining position of organized workers, reduced, management 's flexibility on 
prices, wages and profits and propped up industries in trouble instead of  forcing 
them to face'the economic facts. 'The gains in cdiSt competitiveness flowing from  the 

 shaqk depreciation of the pound in 1976 had been completely eroded by the fire 
quarter of 1979. More recently.  Britain has been making herculean efforts to get 
inflation  do ri  to more manageable levels and reduce government deficits However 
necessary this may have been it has  ber  suggested ùiat Britain went beyond what 
its Common Market partners were doing to reduce deficits and placed an added 
btu-den on the eCônomy,  at a urne  when major structural changes were needed. On 
the other hand it appears that British efforts to upgrade the skills of workers so that 
they will be more on a par with those of such comp-etitors as Germany have been 
inadequate. So have the incentives to invest in new plant and eqt.iipment, 

- . 

7, 	Exchange rate changes since the pound was floated have introduced an 
element of uncertainty ifItO business transactions. British piO- ducers of certain 
manufactured goads, including motor vehicles, have cited this as a problem they 

- have had to contend with in selling:in Community markets. 

Notwithstanding the sornevjhat disappointing results so far, the British 
business community seems conv`inced that there have in fadt been important 
benefits. At the very least, it is believed that Britain over the past decade  ha  s been 
Much better off inside than it would have been outside the Community, . Although the 
inflow of investment has bot been spectacular it is thought that it would have been 
considerably smaller if Britain had not joined, Interviews with officers of 
'multinational Companies suggest that, should Britain witlidraW . now, there would be 
an exodus of sUbsidiaries. The VieW has been expressed that the current difficulties 
of certain industries, such as steel, would have been much greater if Britain had noi 
had the protection of EEC policies and supports. This then ià perhaps the bottom 
line in the debate about whether Britain should remain  in  the Community - what is 
the alternative? 
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D. RELEVANCE FOR. A CANADA - U.S. ARRANGEMENT

E^^:
Some cat^tion is advisahle in att&mp^ing to qpply lessons from the

ex.përience to the, situation in North America. There are, some important

differencest espei:ially the fbllowing.-

1. The EEQ is acornmmon market, to some exzent still in the making,
heading _towards ecanorr6c, and perhaps eventually polïtiçal, union. Entry into the
EEC.entails ceding sovereignty to a much gre^ter externt than is the'case in a free
trade area.,EEC institutions. have sUpm-national powers. There are no provïsions in
the :Rome Treaty to cover a situation where a rrxember state wishes to withdraw,
Fre sumably in the I4st an al;rsis it rould do so. Howèver, as. lang as ït.re mains i n., it is
required to comply with the decisions and directives of community organs. All of
this entails problems (and #enefirs) that;are not rn^i in a more 1irr^ied_tradin^
urangernent. Conversely, where there is no coznrrYon external t^u:if{ or
harrno ,nization of economic and .social p.oiicies, there can. be distertions- in the
conditions of cornpetidan and 4efleetions in trade which are not found in an

' E,^CAype system.

2. In corïtrast to theCanadian situation, -paliticai cftsid^mtio`ns have
provided a major impetus to economic integration in Europe,

3. The EEC started with six merabers, the three largest having
approxiraately the same population. The dtcisiori#malcirig process, w.ith unanimity
reqttzrad .on.same .matters and qualified'aujaritïes on, others,-makes it difficult for
certain combinatiorxs of countries to.dominate the Community and strengthens the
position of the smaiSer anes. This -agaist differs grreatly from the Canada-[J•$•
situation where we would bé deaiingt one on one, wlth,a partrier which has nine
ti:mes our population and ten tirnes our output of gdods and services,

4, Canada-U.S. trade ïs muO léss restricted than was :that between the
ElrC coû^ tries ia 195 8 . Tariff leveis are a.great deallower.. W e have the A uto.pact,
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which has brought about major changes in trade and production patterns in the
important motdr vehicle sector. Our trade is not limitéd by extensive quota

e.ontrols.

Mcireover, there is a much greater degree of integration in North Ameiica in
transportation and corrumunicatïons systemu, teçhnical standards, and ownership and
contrb i of industries and in te rcorporate links than exism in Europe today, evefl a
quarter of a cerrtur.y after the. EEC came into being. Nationa^ prejudices and
di ffere ric es. in language, culture and ways of doirg business are gi^ngrally not such as
to have a significant effect on tr.ade and investrnent decisions in North Arner.ica.
These factors do still seem to have some.irM uence in the European business world.

'What all this adds up.-to Ÿs. that, other ft ngs being e qual: one would expe'ct ttté
benefits of gestin g rïd of trade barrie'rs in N orth Armerica to be sma.ller than those of
inter,ratïon and harm6rüzation in Europe. One'the other.band, they are like]y to be
achieved much more pptdly (beçause some of the. factors which slowed down the
process in Burop^ would not be present). The other side'of thi.this coin is that

safeguards mjght be more necesWy in aCanada-U.S: arrangement during a

transixionzi period.

Nothwithstanding these and 6ther differences, the.re =-some nsefüI lessons to

be l:earnéd from the European experience. The more important ones would -appear

to be as follows:

1. Tt certainly illustrates that, under the right ëonditions, peimân6.rt.
dismantling ôf`rgriffs and -1^FTBs can provide a. stimule^s co industrial re^tructurir^^
which. in-ereases efficiency and eompetitiveness, through specialization and g-reater
econo;n,ie.s of sc;ile. This process in turn leads to fastër growth in incorne§, and

- output.

2. The restrùc.turing which took place in Europe seems to confirrn the
thesis that, where there LE integraixon bétween, highly developed countries which
have abraad r^gè of secondary industries, iül^ ïndu^try specializaition tends to
predominate. The adjustment problems this involves, while not necyligible, are
genera3.ly less severe than those associated with j=- industry specialization.

- 3: To the extent that inter-ind4stry specializaüon does 'take place; it Is

obviously desirable to avoid , if p6ssible, getting into the situation in which the

British to some _ exterit find t^temselves - expanding ttitir-.share of Community
production in industries which use low-skill, low-wsge Xa^our.

4. Jusx becanse the lïlCeIy adju slme nt probl^ms were exaggerated when the

Rame' T'Féaty was under negotiation,:we cannot assume. that the s=e is true now in
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Canada, However, the European experience should - make us talc a harder look at 
whether the •  fears being expressed are really justified. 

	

5. 	Comparison of the experience of the original Six. and that of Britain 
suggests that a generally favourable'economic climate contribues to  the  ease and 
speed of adjustment. It is for consideration  ho w far the assurance of exchange raw 
stability is neessary to get the full benefits from dismantling trade barriers, in view - 
of what has been said in Britain about this. 

	

6: 	The way in which state aids were treated in a Canada-U.S. trading 
arrangement could have an important bearing on its regional impact. The Rome 
Treaty took a particularly tolerant attitude towards measures of this kind. 
Morediver, such constraints as it did establish proved exceedingly' difficult to 
enf.orce. It would appear that 'state aids and other forms  of  government inten'ention 
made a major contribution,to the of regional developrnent within the Community. 

7. E.EC experience with state aids and government procurement illustrates 
the kind Of cade-offs involved in deciding how much autonomy to give up in 'these 
fields and the difficulty of policing any common rules. 

8. Obviously integration cannot be expected to cure the long-standing 
weaknesses of particular industries. However, it may, as in the case of steel  in  
Britain, mike it impossible for governments and business to avoid gcring ahead with 
steps to deal with these problems which should have been taken long , ago, 

9. It is clear from what has happened th Britain over the past_decacle that 
the response of governments, business and even the general public to a 
comprehensive trading arranzernent could be crucial. Just to touch ona few points, 
government policies should- encourage invesunent in plant and equipment and, 
perhaps even more so, in human resources. Businessmen should draw the right 
conclusions about economieS of scale - whether, in their own industries, it is the stie 
of the firm, the plant or the product line that is important. On haVing taken the 
step tb integrate, energies should not be dissipated and uncertainties created by 
debating whether to undo it  If it is TM possible to go ahead with a large measure of 
consensus, the success of the initiative will be prejudiced to some extent, 

lo. 	Because of the differences in the North American and European 
situations already mentioned, it would be inappropriate to try to draw firm 
conclusions -about the implications for Canadian sovereignty and political 
independence. It bears noting, however, that, in spite of the much higher degree of 
economic integratibn between EEC countries and their efforts to cooperate on 
foreign policy, there still seems to be room for considerable differences of stance on 
such issues as the Military defence of the West and the Falklands crisis. 
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1l, The success of the BE#^TELLTX propOsAl for European economic
inte^ratior^ in 195 5 and failure of Briüsh efforts to join"in 19fi? and 1967 each in its
^^rn way underlines the importance of getdng not only the decision but also the

timing right^

ENDNQTES

1 Provisions`relating to alignment of mriffs against third countiies on the CET are
nat d ealt with here. N or are thpse, having to 00 W ith agXiculxu.re.; which was to be
subSecvto a.systerrX.of mania ged markets..

2 These çhang:es. were actually to 'be-..aceomplished in 11 years, since the first
adjustrnenL s were not -to be made un til one year after the TreatY carne into effec t.

3 Thefe-were. substantial fluctuations from year to year. For example the def•içit was
much lower in 1980. fio.wever; the generO trend over the decade was towards a
worsening of Britain"s balance on manufactures with other EBC countries.

F=FT,,A-k

,perien^^-was not within the sCOpe of this-qudy as original)yWhile the EFFA ey

envisaged, it is certainIy relevarit to: the Canada - U.S. situation. A few facts and

-figurés are tYiercfore se i ,out here to give some indicatïon of the repercussions V1^6i7

CFT.-% had on'the trade and eçonornic development of the nnernber. countr1es. Some
of the consequences were sirniiar to "thase. foür ►d ,in the study of the EE.C - for

exa^nglé, faster gro^uth in trade wislt EF^`^► par^ners than ^ith the :re st of the wor1d
and resçructurïng of industries to take advantage of new trade ogportunitie.s. But. in
view of the discrem and indicative nature of'much of this mat^riai, it would need to
supple.mer^ted by a more detailed and comprehensive anal^^isbefore drawing any
firm ge neral concluconclusions about the. e conomic benefits of EFTA.

Trad e P `ta t

- From 1959 to 1967, all members of EFTA expanded their. imports-at°a faster
raie from their partners in'the trading group than from the rest of the world. In the
case of Austria; Sweden and $ritairi, the annual ave * rage percentage inO`ease in
imports from other EFTA countries was more that hà]f as great again as the
eorresponding figure for imports '-from all countries. For Denmark, Norway,
Finland-and Switzer.iand, the rate of g^owth in imports from EFTA was 'betvween
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one quarter and one half higher than that of total imports. 

A Study by the EFTA Secretariat estimated that the total increase in EFTA 
countries intra-area imports, resulting from the removal of  interna]  trade barriers, 
was about S2.2 billion in 1967, These "EFTA effects' on imports grew considerably 
from 1965 to 1967, renectingi it was suggested, the progressive removal of tariffs 
and the time it takes for trade patterns to adjust fully to this..It was also estimated. 
that about 40 per cent of the increase in imports from EFTA partners due ta  trade 
liberalization represented trade  diversion and about 60 per cent Uade creation. 

The figure arrived at fbr`trade creation in 1967 amounted to 7_9 per cent of 
total imports of EFTA countries from all sources in that year and 25,8.  per cent of 
their imports from partners in the trading group. The corresponding figures for 
trianufactured goods (more relevant., since EFTA was ^essentially an industrial cade 
area) were 10.3 per cent and 31.3 percent respectively . 

IndustriaLStructurez and Prctiviv  

The EFTA SEcretariat did not examine in  détail the impact of trade creeion in 
EFTA on specialization, scale of production and -efficiency, It did, however, in 
another study, identify several cases where, up to.1965, some of the expected effects 
of trade liberalization within EFTA appeared to have taken place, These includeçl 
more procesSing of pulp in Scandinavia, the growth of high productivity industrial 
sectors in Derumark, the installation of modern textile machines in Portugal and the 
Rationalization of the Austrian tire manufacturing industry. 

>7 OR  

The following deals with the repercussions on Norway of its membership in 
EFTA and, later, its free acle agreement with the Community: 

- Trade liberalization associated with Norway's membership in EFTA 
is considered to have played an  important  role in the major 
transformation of the ccFuntry's manufacturing industries in the 
sixties. (See Fritz Hodne, 
The main features were: 

- Firms were forced to seek out niches' in home and/or export 
markets. 

- The winners (industries with expanding output and 
employment) included chemiéals, machinery (ex. electrical), 
electrotechnical machinery, .transport equipment, printing and 
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publishing, basic metal industries; the losers included textiles, 
garments and apparel, furn iture, leather products and tobacco. 

- In the engineering industry the expansion was particularly 
noteworthy - greater than in GNP and in manufacturing industry 
as a whole. Its contribution to total value added in manufacturing 
increased more than its share of manufacturing employment (i.e. it was 
improving productivity faster than was Norwegian manufacturing 
industry  as a whole). The number of establishments was just about cut 
in half from 1960 to 1975, indicating a strong trend towards 
concentration, presumably to take advantage of economies of s.cale.  

- It is more difficult to assess the effects of Norway's free trade 
agreement  with the EEC, because in the seventies the development of 
North Sea Oil overshadowed all other economic developments. 
Attention is, however drawn to the following: • 

- In purely statistical terms, one would have the impression 
that Norway has taken more advantage of the link with the 
Community than any other EFTA country. Its exports of the EEC 
were up 450 per cent and imports 228 per cent over a 
seven-year period. In 1978, Norway had a trade surplus with the 
Community -  for the first time. However, analysis of the trade 
figures in detail would probably show that North Sea Oil rather 
than free access to the Common Market was —the big factor in 
all this. 

.■■■ 

- Norway's real GNP rose at an annual average rate of 4.9 per 
cent from 1973 to 1979, a better performance than any other 
OECD country. The corresponding figure for 1979 to 1983 was 
2.3 per cent, comPared with 0.6 per cent for the EEC, and 
bettered only by Japan, Finland and Turkey among OECD 
countries. Here again, however, the credit probably should go 
mainly to North Sea Oil. 

- A different picture emerges when one look Norwegian 
manufacturing output since 1973. There was practically no 
change from 1973 to 1982. But the machinery and industrial 
chemicals sectors continued .to do well (as in the sixties). The 
poor performance of manufacturing as a whole was attributable 
to such sectors as textiles, apparel, leather and products, 
footwear and rubber products, most of which has exhibited 
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weakness in the earlier period. It seems likely (though this

would need to be confirmed by checking the trade figures) that

the competition in these sectors was coming mainly from the

NICs rather than the EEC. A hypothesis which might be tested is

that the development of North Sea Oil, through its effect on
wage rates and allocation of resources, aggravated the
problems of industries which were already having some
difficulty surviving.

AU-STRIA

- While the Austrian situation has not been looked at in detail, the
following gives some indication of the country's economic
performance since it concluded a free trade agreement with the EEC.

- Austria's real GDP increased at an average of 2.9 per cent
from 1973 to 1979 and 1.5 per cent from 1979 to 1983. In both
periods was significantly better than the EEC's performance.

- Real value added in manufacturing grew at a considerably
faster. rate in Austria than in the EEC over the decade beginning
in 1973. Also, Austria performed better in manufacturinc,
productivity (as measured by the increase in real value added in
manufacturing per person employed).

In order to establish what, if any, connection there is between these
developments and the removal of trade barriers between Austria and the EEC, a
thorough study of the trade figures and of structural changes in Austrian industry
would need to be carried out.

STATIST1CS

Selection of years for statistical comparisons in this study has been governed to
a considerable extent by availability of data and time constraints. In some cases it
may be open to criticism on such grounds as the unrepresentative nature of one of
the years chosen (because of substantial year to year fluctuations) or the fact that one
of the years reflected a different phase of the business cycle than the other. However
such problems are not likely to have had a significant effect on the general
conclusions reached.
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A variety of sources, both primary and secondary, were consulted in writing 
this report. 

Principal primary sources and public documents used included the files of the 
Department of External Affairs, the Annual Reports of the EEC Commission (later 
the Commission of the European Communities), reports of the European 
Investment Bank, OECD economic. surveys by country, EEC annual econornic 
reviews, statistical publications of the EEC and the OECD, the UN statistical year 
books, à number of official publications of the European Cotrununities in the series 
European Documentation and European File, a report of the Commission entitled 
Britain and the _Community, 12 7133: Theimpact of...Membership ,  a report of the 
Directorate General for Research and Documentation, European Parliament, 
entitled ThgEffetsonthen'ted 
Communities (1974), the British White Paper entitled  Britain and the European 
Çammunities: An conomic Assessment (Cmnd, 4289), and a series of articles on 
the EEC in the London Financial Times  which appeared during 1985. 

Some of the information on safeguard measures during the Community's first 
few years has been taken from Irving B. Kravis,  Domestic Interests_end  

ternano_n al Ob zuar a de  Orean 
Greenwood Press (Westport, Conn., 1963) 

The section on the benefits of integlation in the original Community of Six 
makes considerable use of material in Pierre Maillet, The Construction of a 
_Ilre -n v• h'-v- • cfr e -, Praeger (-New 

York and London, 1977 translated by tvlarcus J. Hunt from French edition of 1975), 
and Nicholas Owen,  Economies of Scale .  Competitiveness and Trade  Patterns 

 within the European Communiv,  Clarendon Press (Oxford, 1983) 

Facts and analytical comments on the operations of multinationals were drawn 
from Lawrence G. Frank°,  The European Multinationals: A Renewed Challenge to 
American and British Big Business, Greylock Publishers (Stamford, Conn., 1976) 
and Frank Fishwick,  Multinational Companies and Economic Concentration in  
Europe, Gower Publishing Company (Aldershot, England, 1982). 

Books and articles which were helpful in assessing the effects of British entry 
into the Community, included _Britain Within the European Communi,  ed. Ali M. 
El-Agraa (especially article by David G. Mayes, "EC Trade Effects and Factor 
Mobility", and that by El-Agraa, "Has Membership been a Disaster?"), ed. 
Macmillan (London and Basingstoke, 1983),  Britain and the EEC,  Roy Jenkins 
(especially articles by Robert Grant, "Impact of Membership on UK Industrial 
Performance"), Macmillan (London, 1983), D. Butler and U. Kitzinger,  The 1975 
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Referendum,  and Simon Z. Young, 	 Eriirii 
European Communit  1970-72 Heinemann (London, 1973). 
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THIS STUDY WAS COMMISSIONED BY THE GOVERNMENT OF CANADA.
HOWEVER, THE ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS OF THE STUDY ARE THOSE
OF THE AUTHORS AND DO NOT NECESSARILY REFLECT THE VIEWS OF THE

GOVERNMENT OF CANADA.
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